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REINVENTING INNOVATION 
 

A teaching model that aims to shorten the time between migrants’ arrival and their entrance 
into the labour market, by supporting their social integration and employability through 
vocational training courses with integrated language education. 
 
SOLUTION 

The model aims to help recently arrived migrants find employment through combining vocational training, 
professional skills and language education. Language teachers and vocational trainers work together from 
the first day with the goal of fostering job market integration. There are three vocations to choose from: 
restaurant chef, building and construction specialist, and assistant nurse. 
 
STRONG EVIDENCE 

 
 
Outputs: 
§ A low number of dropouts is seen in comparison to traditional Swedish courses for immigrants.  
§ 71 participants successfully completed the educational programmes.  
 
Outcomes: 
§ Of those who completed the programmes, 65 found a job in their fields of study1. 
§ In the majority of cases, participants’ performance level in internship positions is the expected or much 

better than the expected2. 
 
Sources: 
1 Measurements by the Municipality of Stockholm based on teachers’ assessments and on the information 
provided by employers (2018).	2 Satisfaction surveys conducted by Oxford Research to internship tutors. 
Oxford Research has also evaluated the methodology using qualitative methods, and the final report will be 
released in 2019.  
 
HOW IT WORKS 
From start to finish, training and work are interweaved to ensure that the studies are perceived as 
meaningful and useful. This is possible because language teachers and vocational trainers work together 
from the first day with the goal of fostering job market integration of participants. YFI gives students a good 
knowledge of working life in Sweden and, in particular, a specialised focus on the industry the student has 
chosen to focus his or her studies on. Students begin with an introductory course and, for five to six months, 
they study the Swedish language with a focus on the professional language of their chosen vocational 
sector. Participants can also take the Swedish language tests during this initial period. 
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Once they have passed the introductory training, students enter a secondary level vocational education 
institution, where language teachers are also present to help them maximise their learning experience. Once 
the training is over and if they are approved, students get secondary level vocational grades. The 
programme also includes internships, company visits and workplace-based learning. All courses are free of 
charge. 
 
ISOLATED EXPERIENCE 

 
 
Initially developed and implemented in Stockholm. 
 
THE OPPORTUNITY FRAMEWORK 
YFI activates two levers of change to tackle youth unemployment. By integrating English for migrants and 
vocational training courses, it facilitates the transition to employment for particularly disadvantaged groups, 
while articulating the match between demand and offer in high-demand sectors.  
 
The innovative element of this model is the ability to adapt public services to the needs of their beneficiaries 
and coordinate the efforts of two different agencies around a shared objective: the Adult Education 
Administration, responsible for Swedish language courses for immigrants; and the Education Administration, 
in charge of secondary level vocational schools.  
 
In addition to specific knowledge on vocations with a strong market demand (restaurant chef, building and 
construction specialist, and assistant nurse), YFI gives students a good knowledge of working life in Sweden 
through internships, company visits and workplace-based learning. Once they have passed the introductory 
training, students enter a secondary level vocational education institution, where language teachers are also 
present to help them maximise their learning experience. 
 
INCOME MODEL: ESTABILISED IN ORIGIN 

 
 
The project is funded by the City of Stockholm and the European Social Fund (ESF). The cooperating 
companies do not fund the programme in any way. 
 
STRUCTURED TRANSFERENCE MODEL 

 
 
The City of Stockholm is open to exchanging experiences with other cities. Some kind of support could be 
provided according to the need on a case-by-case basis, for example, through the organisation of study 
visits. Through a collaboration with the Stockholm University and the National Centre for Swedish as a 
Second Language, the team in charge of YFI has thoroughly documented the model through written 
materials and video recordings of real classroom situations. 
 
KEY AGENTS AND ROLES 
One of the crucial aspects of the model is the need to coordinate vocational and language education 
programmes, involving: 
 
§ Vocational schools offering adult education, developing the pedagogical model and supplying the 

teachers and facilities for the educational programmes. Educational institutions involved must have 
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know-how, proper facilities and a shared understanding and ambition to explore and develop an 
integrated way of teaching among all professionals, including school leaders.  

§ Local authorities (the labour market administration and the educational administration) acting as referral 
channels for participants and providing an innovation-friendly framework in which the schools involved 
can operate. 

§ Companies and employers in the industries in which vocational training is offered, providing internships 
to participants and employment opportunities once the training phase is completed.  

§ Other services and organisations supporting newcomers with assistance in areas that do not directly 
concern studies, such as accommodation and income. 

 
FIRST STEPS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

 
 
1. Identification of partners to take over every role. 
2. Identification of a target group. 
3. Support from YFI in adapting the model to existing educational programmes into a pilot project scheme. 
4. Implementation of the first integrated training course under a pilot project scheme (5-week introductory 

course plus secondary level courses that range from 65 to 80 weeks). 
5. Iteration of the process with other cohorts or target groups. 
 
OTHER RELATED LINKS 
Video presentation (in Swedish) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-e3Mr57GJA 
 
Visit of the Swedish minister for Labour Market, Mrs. Ylva Johansson (in Swedish) 
http://www.regeringen.se/artiklar/2016/05/ylva-johansson-besokte-yrkesutbildning-med-integrerad-
sprakutbildning-for-invandrare/ 
 
ACCELERATING CHANGE FOR SOCIAL INCLUSION - ACSI 
Catalysing the transfer of successful innovations among European cities. 
Project implemented by UpSocial in collaboration with partner cities (Athens, Barcelona, Lisbon, Rotterdam 
and Stockholm), with the generous support of the Stavros Niarchos Foundation and “la Caixa” Foundation. 
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